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Data Protection & Privacy

Governance, Risk & Compliance

Identity & Access Management

Network & Infrastructure Security

Threat Detection & Incident Response

DPP201 Using backup and disaster recovery to
protect against ransomware

GRC202 How financial services customers
turbocharge risk management process

IAM201 Practical guidance to get to least
privilege IAM at scale

NIS201 ViacomCBS’s DevSecOps journey to
Super Bowl LV

TDR201 Raise your risk management bar with
the latest in AWS security

Backup and disaster recovery solutions are an important tool in your
arsenal to recover from everything from accidental deletion and
temporary outages to malicious events and ransomware. This session
covers the fundamentals of data backup, disaster recovery, and
business continuity using AWS services such as Amazon S3, Amazon
EFS, Amazon FSx, Amazon EBS, AWS Backup, and CloudEndure. Learn
ways to protect against ransomware using these technologies to store
a clean copy of your data. In addition, consider data residency and
how these data protection plans are affected by data sovereignty and
regulatory concerns.

Join us as Fidelity Investments discusses repeatable methods they
put in place to turbocharge the risk management cycle leveraging
AWS Management and Governance and AWS Security, Identity,
and Compliance services. The discussion includes additional
considerations based on collective experiences with financial
institutions using AWS to meet their regulatory expectations.
The session walks through the cultural, procedural, and technical
requirements financial services organizations can use to build a
robust and highly iterative risk management cycle that enables
them to identify, evaluate, and mitigate risks derived from a rapidly
evolving threat landscape.

In this session, learn how to use AWS identity services to enable
developers to build while using tooling to get to least privilege
for both builders and the applications they build. You’ll hear how
separation of concerns with multiple AWS accounts and hands-off
deployments help you move fast and stay secure.

In this session, ViacomCBS discusses how they successfully embraced
a DevSecOps culture on AWS, starting with the 2020 US elections
and leading up to 2021’s biggest live streaming event in North
America. Johnathan Keith, CISO for ViacomCBS Digital, talks about
their Shift-Left approach to embedding security into development
pipelines, which results in an improved security posture. Sharing key
takeaways, Johnathan reveals how Infrastructure Event Management
(IEM) helped to fill gaps from a security perspective and provided
operational rigor. For their best example of scale, Johnathan walks
through ViacomCBS Digital’s engagement with the AWS Shield
Advanced team and how it ended with a successful Super Bowl LV.

AWS is continuously raising the bar of helping companies stay ahead
with their monitoring and threat detection needs. This session covers
the latest AWS security features and how to implement them most
efficiently, leverage them to reduce risk, and operationalize them in
your environment. It first dives deep into Amazon GuardDuty, AWS
Security Hub, Amazon Detective, and Amazon Inspector. It then
demonstrates how these services work together by using threat
intelligence and machine learning models to investigate findings and
remediate with centralized risk management, proactively detecting
threats and helping users protect their AWS accounts, workloads,
and data.

Level 200 - Intermediate

Level 200 - Intermediate

Level 200 - Intermediate
Breakout Session

DPP202 Fundamentals of data security on AWS
Almost anything you do in the cloud involves data. This session,
geared toward a hands-on technical audience, provides a strong basis
in the principles and practice of securing that data. Join this session
for a look across the AWS storage portfolio of Amazon S3, Amazon
EFS, Amazon FSx ,and Amazon EBS. The session covers identity and
access management and network security techniques as well as how
other services around AWS securely interact with data.

Level 200 - Intermediate
Breakout Session

Level 200 - Intermediate
Breakout Session

Level 200 - Intermediate
Breakout Session

Breakout Session

Breakout Session

GRC203 Cloud Audit Academy:
AWS-specific preview

IAM202 AWS IAM Access Analyzer: Techniques to
review and refine permissions

NIS301 The endpoint endgame: Securing your
data perimeter with VPC endpoints

TDR202 Lessons learned from the front lines of
incident response

Today, control framework language is catered toward on-premises
environments, and security IT auditing techniques have not been
reshaped for the cloud. AWS-specific Cloud Audit Academy provides
auditors with the education and tools to audit for security on AWS
using a risk-based approach. In this session, experience a condensed
sample domain from our four-day workshop.

Security teams are responsible for their organization’s permission
posture across AWS. You work with engineering teams to set finegrained permissions and audit access to verify they comply with
organizational security requirements. This session shares a framework
to refine permissions and reveals how AWS IAM Access Analyzer can
help. We walk through common use cases and demonstrate how to
audit and refine access. Learn how you can validate policies to verify
that they meet security best practices, reduce public and cross-account
access, and remove unused permissions. Finally, learn from a playbook
your engineering teams can use to guide them through setting finegrained permissions using Access Analyzer.

In this session, learn how to use your network perimeter as a
straightforward defensive perimeter around your data in the cloud.
VPC endpoints, which were first introduced for Amazon S3 in 2015
and since have a long history of improvements, enhancements, and
expansions, enable you to lock your data into your networks as well
as assert network-wide security invariants. This session provides
practical guidance on what you can do with them and details how to
configure them as part of your data perimeter strategy.

In this session, learn critical AWS account and service configurations
for security operations that can enable users to more easily prevent
and detect security concerns in their AWS account. This prescriptive
guidance is grounded in experiences assisting and advising customers
in their incident response during security events. This session covers
critical AWS configurations to implement, mechanisms available to
detect inadvertent access to an AWS account and its resources, and
where and how to iterate next in your security journey on the cloud.

Level 300 - Advanced

Level 200 - Intermediate

Level 200 - Intermediate
Breakout Session

Level 200 - Intermediate

Breakout Session

Breakout Session

Breakout Session

DPP203 Facebook’s secure-by-design approach
to supporting AWS applications

GRC204 Continuous cloud compliance and audit
adoption with AWS Audit Manager

IAM203 Be frugal and get more out of your
service control policies

NIS302 A is for availability: Region design
on AWS

TDR203 Use the power of AWS to improve your
security posture against ransomware

Facebook manages a globally distributed data center infrastructure
with a growing number of AWS Cloud applications. With all
applications, Facebook starts by understanding data security and
privacy requirements alongside application use cases. This session
covers their secure-by-design approach for AWS applications, which
enables them to put in place automated safeguards before deploying
applications. The session provides an overview of Facebook’s work
tagging storage resources (e.g., Amazon S3, Amazon RDS, and Amazon
DynamoDB). It also details Facebook’s integration of global monitoring
and alerting systems with AWS technologies such as Amazon
GuardDuty, AWS Config, and Amazon Macie to provide monitoring,
access anomaly detection, and vulnerable configuration detection.

AWS Audit Manager is a new service that helps you continuously
audit AWS usage to simplify assessing risk and compliance with
regulations and open standards. In this session, learn how to
implement a continuous cloud compliance and audit approach, how
Audit Manager integrates with AWS services, and how it fits into
your existing compliance and audit control structure. Transform your
cloud audit process from a periodic, time-consuming, and manual
process that can take weeks to complete, into a near-real-time,
continuous audit-ready program. Automatically collect evidence to
demonstrate compliance for standards like PCI DSS, HITRUST, GxP,
SOC2, and more.

Learn how using service control policies (SCPs) can give your builders
the ability to innovate on AWS while staying within your organization’s
security guidelines. By using SCPs effectively, you can help reduce your
overhead in detection and response controls and focus on innovating
for your business. This session covers the basics of SCPs, what
situations to use SCPs in, and how to test and roll out SCPs across your
AWS Organizations organization efficiently. Finally, it presents AWS
recommendations for SCPs.

This session pulls back the curtain on some of the strategic
considerations AWS makes when we design Regions and how
those factors inform a user’s ability to get high availability on
AWS. Hear about the AWS security infrastructure you as the user
don’t see or touch but that you feel as a product of the AWS
“Security of the Cloud.”

Ransomware is not specific to the cloud, and, in fact, the AWS Cloud
gives increased visibility and control over your security posture
against malware. In this session, learn some of the ways that
enterprises can empower and even inoculate themselves against
malware, including ransomware. From IAM policies and least privilege
to Amazon GuardDuty, AWS Security Hub for actionable insights,
and CloudEndure and AWS Backup for retention and recovery, this
session provides clarity into tools and approaches that allow you
to feel confident in your security posture against current malware,
including ransomware.

Level 200 - Intermediate
Breakout Session

Level 200 - Intermediate

Level 300 - Advanced
Breakout Session

Breakout Session

Level 200 - Intermediate

Level 200 - Intermediate

Breakout Session

Breakout Session

DPP204 Navigating GDPR compliance in light of
Schrems II

GRC205 AWS Well-Architected Management and
Governance Lens

IAM204 Explore, organize, and manage access to
your AWS resources

NIS303 How to manage your industrial IoT’s
digital transformation securely

TDR204 Layered security best practices
for Amazon S3

In this session, learn to use AWS services in a way that is compliant
with General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requirements as
interpreted through the Schrems II ruling by the Court of Justice
of the European Union. This session works backward from a
customer’s GDPR requirements to the AWS assurances, measures,
and commitments that are available. It covers the technical,
organizational, and contractual measures AWS has made available
for you to consider implementing. The speakers represent both the
technical and legal aspects of this subject.

Learn how the new AWS Well-Architected Management and
Governance (M&G) Lens helps enterprise customers innovate faster
and maintain control over cost, compliance, and security. With the
M&G Lens, users can achieve visibility and operations at scale across
resources, data, and applications in a dynamic cloud environment.

In this session, learn how AWS is helping enterprises effectively
manage their cloud resources. Also, learn how you can use tools like
Tag Editor to search for resources and Tag Policy to define rules on
how tags can be used. Understand how you can use AWS Resource
Groups to organize your resources into logical collections, generate
reports, and perform bulk actions. Finally, learn how to use AWS
Resource Access Manager to securely share resources with other AWS
accounts or within your AWS organization.

Modern enterprises understand that plant and industrial IoT
connectivity yields significant business benefits. However,
unaddressed security concerns can potentially expose vulnerabilities,
increase risk, and slow down companies looking to accelerate digital
transformation by connecting production systems to the cloud. In
this session, we use a case study to discuss the unique challenges
in operational technology (OT) security and walk through the top
10 security best practices. The case study uses AWS’s multi-layered
security approach to mitigate risk, proactively reduce vulnerabilities,
and provide greater visibility. Walk away from this session with
tools to help you make your AWS IIoT implementation’s security,
governance, and compliance stronger.

As the amount of data you store in Amazon S3 grows, it’s increasingly
necessary to proactively monitor, identify, and protect the data to
maintain security and compliance with low operational investment.
In this session, review best practices for deploying a layered security
approach that continually monitors for exposed data, uses machine
learning to detect threats, and automates responses for protecting
your data and meeting compliance requirements. The security
services introduced are Amazon Macie, Amazon GuardDuty, and AWS
Security Hub. Additionally, Panasonic Avionics shares their robust
security solution for migrating to Amazon S3 to reduce data center
costs by more than 85% while remaining secure and compliant to
comprehensive industry regulations.

Level 300 - Advanced

Level 200 - Intermediate

Level 200 - Intermediate
Breakout Session

Level 200 - Intermediate

Level 200 - Intermediate

Breakout Session

Breakout Session

Breakout Session

DPP205 Demystifying PKI and certificates on AWS
This session is for developers, public key infrastructure (PKI)
administrators, and IT professionals who deploy, manage, and
issue public and private certificates on AWS. This session covers
AWS services and capabilities for managing and deploying public
certificates, private certificates, and certificate authorities on AWS.
Learn about common use cases for enabling encryption in transit,
including mutual TLS, containers, service meshes, Amazon API
Gateway, Elastic Load Balancing, Amazon CloudFront, and Amazon
Managed Streaming for Apache Kafka (Amazon MSK).

Level 200 - Intermediate

GRC201 How Western Union modernizes apps at
scale with security and controls

IAM301 Best practices for securing serverless
REST APIs

NIS304 Protecting against automated bot
attacks with AWS WAF Bot Control

TDR205 Incident response automation
techniques using AWS Systems Manager

In this session, learn how Western Union migrated and modernized
over 750 applications in a secure and compliant manner using AWS
management and governance services. Western Union discusses how
they secure, govern, and standardize using a DevOps pipeline, how
they modernize mainframe applications to microservices, and how
they achieve scale at cloud speed.

By building your APIs with AWS serverless technologies, you gain
scalability, security, and pay-as-you-go pricing with minimal operational
overhead. Join this session to learn security design principles for
implementing your serverless APIs and how they can be easily
implemented using AWS services and features. Learn from walking
through real-world design patterns for implementing security at all
layers, including identity and access management, protection from
distributed denial of service (DDoS) and surface area attacks, request
inspection, granular access control, and auditing and traceability.

Today, it can be difficult to differentiate between beneficial bots like
search engines or status monitors and harmful bots like pervasive
scrapers, scanners, and crawlers. With the new AWS WAF Bot Control,
you now have the power to minimize the impact of the malicious use
of sophisticated bots. This session dives deep into the Bot Control
technology, goes over the visibility and insight you can gain from Bot
Control, reviews recommended architecture patterns to mitigate bot
attacks, discusses customizing and troubleshooting Bot Control, and
concludes with a short console walkthrough demo.

Preparation in the incident response lifecycle stops at detection
for too many security teams. While you cannot control when an
incident may occur, you can plan for how to respond quickly and use
processes like tabletop exercises to test those plans. In this session,
see how security teams can respond faster to events using the new
incident response and analysis capabilities in AWS Systems Manager.
We will also help improve how you respond to incidents by covering
operational mechanisms, lessons learned, and best practices that we
use internally at AWS.

Level 300 - Advanced

Level 300 - Advanced

Level 200 - Intermediate

Level 200 - Intermediate
Breakout Session

Breakout Session

Breakout Session

Breakout Session

DPP206 Modernizing your organization’s
security strategy

GRC301 Apply security guardrails for application
code with Amazon CodeGuru

IAM303 Better, faster, stronger: Measuring AWS
access at Fidelity

NIS305 How Bridgestone federated network
security with AWS Network Firewall

Over the past 20 years, CISOs and security teams have searched for
effective cybersecurity strategies for protection as well as detection
of and response to evolving threats. During this time, the threat
landscape has changed, sometimes in unpredictable ways. Yet, while
some things have changed, others have remained the same. In this
session, examine the efficacy and shortcomings of security strategies,
learn how a modern cloud security strategy addresses shortcomings
to improve your security, and examine strategies such as Zero Trust
architectures and intrusion kill chains. Also, learn about numerous
AWS services and features that can help with your security efforts.

How can we bring the power of machine learning to the CI pipeline
to implement security guardrails and ensure high quality code is
delivered? With Amazon CodeGuru, you can detect issues in the
OWASP Top 10 vulnerabilities list as well as ensure best practices
are followed. CodeGuru natively integrates with AWS Partners such
as GitHub and GitLab and open-source software such as Jenkins.
This session provides an overview of Amazon CodeGuru and how it
enables developers to maintain a high bar for code quality.

Organizations that streamline identity and access management
(IAM) for AWS have the potential to increase builder velocity,
strengthen security, and reduce time to value. In this session, Fidelity
Investments and AWS explain how IAM is related to fast innovation.
We’ll show you ways to measure, track, and improve IAM to support
your business objectives.

With the release of AWS Network Firewall, you have the ability to
provide cloud-native layer 7 network traffic inspection. This session
demonstrates how Bridgestone deployed multi-Region hub-andspoke network architectures using AWS Network Firewall and AWS
Transit Gateway to improve their security posture. Bridgestone also
discusses how they utilized AWS Control Tower with customizations
to deploy the centralized network. Join this session to learn how
you can implement AWS multi-Region hub-and-spoke network
architectures and automate the creation of AWS Network Firewall
polices, multi-Region DNS, and AWS Service Catalog ordering forms
to provision VPC resources by yourself or with partners.

Level 200 - Intermediate

Breakout Session

Level 300 - Advanced

Level 300 - Advanced
Breakout Session

Breakout Session

TDR206 The canary in the data mine
If an unauthorized user gains access to your data, systems, or
environment, you need to know as soon as possible. In this session,
AWS Worldwide Security Specialist Himanshu Verma and The
Duckbill Group’s Chief Cloud Economist Corey Quinn take you on
a guided tour through a honeypot-derived approach to detecting
unintended access almost as soon as it happens.

Level 200 - Intermediate
Breakout Session

Breakout Session
Level 300 - Advanced

Breakout Session

Breakout Session

DPP207 Best practices for protecting data
using encryption

GRC302 Automate AWS Config conformance
pack deployment with AWS CodePipeline

IAM304 Managing identities and access across
AWS accounts

NIS306 Protect your org: Centralized AWS WAF
and AWS Shield Advanced protections

TDR301 GE shares automated threat detection
and incident response approach

Today, AWS offers over 80 services that can encrypt your data or
sign/verify data with cryptographic protection. This overview session
highlights common AWS KMS encryption and digital signature
patterns. It also reviews some recently launched features (e.g., ABAC,
Amazon S3 Bucket Keys, and multi-region keys) and improvements
to AWS crypto tools (e.g., the AWS Encryption SDK, the Amazon
DynamoDB Encryption Client, and the Amazon S3 encryption clients).

AWS Config rules are often used to detect compliance issues and
enforce automated remediation on AWS resources. Nevertheless, it is
rare to see how to build, test, and deploy these rules at scale across
multiple AWS accounts in a repeatable, secure, and automated
way. This session presents a sample implementation that uses AWS
Config conformance packs, the AWS Developer Tools, the Rule
Development Kit (RDK), and RDKLib to create a simple pipeline that
can package AWS Config rules as organization conformance packs
and deploy them across an organization.

AWS customers from many industries have been adopting AWS SSO to
improve their security posture and unblock productivity by providing
a central pane of glass for users’ assigned accounts and applications,
both in AWS Management Console and AWS CLI. In this session,
explore some common patterns that existing customers have used to
successfully migrate their existing AWS access solutions to AWS SSO
with no interruption to users.

Organizations hosting multiple applications in multiple AWS accounts
often want to enforce standardized protection against threats
like DDoS events across application infrastructure. In this session,
OutSystems discusses how they’re leveraging AWS Firewall Manager to
automatically detect new applications created by their end users and
deploy baseline AWS WAF rules and AWS Shield Advanced protections
at launch. See examples of how you can leverage Firewall Manager to
deploy AWS WAF rules and Shield Advanced protections across multiple
accounts and resources, all from a single administrator account.

In this session, GE shares how its Central Incident Response Team
(CIRT), which manages hundreds of thousands of AWS assets across 10
independent businesses, shifted from using on-premises products to
native AWS services. They cover lessons learned on how an enterprise can
achieve efficiency while simultaneously raising the bar on security. This
session showcases GE’s existing automated processes, their use of AWS
native services (Amazon GuardDuty, AWS CloudTrail, AWS Config, and
AWS Systems Manager) and automation using AWS Lambda for incident
response, and their overall global scale threat protection model.

Level 300 - Advanced

Level 300 - Advanced

Level 200 - Intermediate
Breakout Session

Level 300 - Advanced

Level 300 - Advanced
Breakout Session

Breakout Session

DPP301 Secrets management best practices
This session addresses the elimination of human-visible secrets on
AWS as well as topics spanning the lifecycle of a secret. Learn how to
automatically store/create secrets that you use across AWS services
as secrets in AWS Secrets Manager as well as best practices for
managing them. This session provides insights into using capabilities,
including fine-grained access control, automatic secret rotation,
and secret replication across AWS Regions, and evaluating secret
configurations to drive the lifecycle management of your secrets..

Level 300 - Advanced
Breakout Session

DPP302 Cryptographic innovation at AWS
With AWS security, our cryptographic solutions must meet a high
bar. For this, AWS continuously innovates cryptographic solutions
that allow encryption at rest, encryption in transit, and confidential
and cryptographic computing. In this session, learn about recent
advances that AWS has made in cryptographic designs, learn about
AWS libcrypto (a cryptographic library designed for AWS) and how it
is used within AWS Nitro Enclaves, and see our approach to postquantum cryptography.

GRC303 Building secure machine
learning environments
Learn how to build secure and compliant machine learning (ML)
and data science environments using AWS Control Tower, AWS
Service Catalog, AWS Organizations, AWS Config, and other
services. Also, learn how to set up your organizational unit (OU)
structure for ML workloads and enable ML-specific guardrails.
Leave this session with information to help you automatically
provision ML environments on demand.

IAM305 Zero Trust on AWS
In this session, learn about the AWS guiding principles for Zero Trust
and explore the larger subdomains that have emerged within this
space. Dive deep into how AWS has incorporated some of these
concepts and how AWS can help you on your own Zero Trust journey.

Level 300 - Advanced
Breakout Session

Breakout Session

NIS401 Outbound filtering at scale: Best
practices to secure outbound traffic

TDR302 AWS Security Hub automated response
and remediation

In this session, dive deep on the intricacies of outbound traffic
control. Join to understand the different exit paths from your
network and the nuances in how they need to be uniquely secured.
See a walkthrough of tools available for securing outbound traffic
and best practices for scaling your security inspection on AWS.

AWS Security Hub gives you a comprehensive view of your security
alerts and security posture across your AWS accounts. This session
demonstrates how you can easily resolve common security
findings from Security Hub. With Amazon EventBridge, AWS
Systems Manager, and AWS Lambda, you can deploy a predefined
set of response and remediation actions to respond to threats
automatically. This entire process can also be automated and
implemented across accounts via AWS CloudFormation.

Level 400 - Expert
Breakout Session

Level 300 - Advanced

Level 300 - Advanced

Breakout Session

Breakout Session

GRC304 Effective compliance automation with
AWS Config

IAM271 Elevate your policy: IAM Access Analyzer
policy validation

NIS271 Mitigate risks using cloud-native
infrastructure security

TDR303 Adversary emulation for incident
response readiness

As organizations move to the cloud, it is increasingly challenging to
ensure resource configuration and compliance across the business.
In this session, learn how services such as AWS Config enable you to
automate your compliance management to both help you achieve
compliance and gain operational efficiency. Compliance is a fastmoving and dynamic world. Come hear how AWS has removed the
complexity by providing managed rules, sample templates, and
aggregators to help you scale compliance across your business.

This session introduces the AWS IAM Access Analyzer policy validation
capability. Learn how to use it to add IAM policy checks in your CI/CD
pipeline with instant feedback for developers. Plus, discover how to
use a batch job to report on existing policy findings.

Whether you are migrating existing workloads or creating something
new on AWS, it can be tempting to bring your current security
solutions with you. In this hands-on builders’ session, we help
you identify which cloud-native solutions can mitigate the same
risks while providing scalability, reliability, and cost optimization
at a low operational burden. During this session, learn how to use
cloud-native controls like AWS CloudTrail, security groups, Amazon
GuardDuty, and many more to secure your cloud architecture.

In this session, AWS and Discovery+ discuss how to use real-world
threat simulations and how they can be replayed in order to
understand adversary tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs).
With these use cases, learn how to leverage AWS security services
to detect, triage, scope, investigate, and respond to security events.
You can then use the results to better operationalize AWS security
services through actions, such as by developing new automation
patterns or improving existing playbooks.

Level 200 - Intermediate

Level 300 - Advanced

Level 300 - Advanced
Breakout Session

Breakout Session

Level 200 - Intermediate
Builders’ Session

Level 300 - Advanced

Builders’ Session

Breakout Session

Breakout Session

DPP303 Build on Nitro Enclaves: Secure data
processing from insider threats

GRC305 Securing and governing your AWS
environment at any scale

IAM371 Adopting AWS SSO for enterprise
use cases

NIS272 Patching at scale: It doesn’t have to
be hard

TDR304 Security controls and incident
response from pipeline to production

AWS Nitro Enclaves provides a trusted execution environment (TEE)
that can be used for sensitive data processing that is ring-fenced
and isolated from the rest of your environment. In this session,
learn how Nitro Enclaves works and how it uses the underlying
security of the AWS Nitro System and cryptographic attestation to
secure applications. Also, learn how customers and partners build
and ship applications on Nitro Enclaves using any programming
language or framework.

This session introduces best practices you can use to manage the
security of your AWS accounts and govern your AWS environment.
Explore different approaches depending on your current scale,
whether you are a small startup just getting started or a large
enterprise looking to learn and implement the latest from AWS.
Services this session covers include AWS Organizations, AWS Control
Tower, AWS SSO, AWS Security Hub, AWS Config, AWS CloudTrail,
and more!

Learn how to extend AWS SSO functionality to fit in with common
enterprise identity access and governance use cases. In this session,
deploy a serverless solution that integrates with enterprise identity
access and governance use cases, including organizational provisioning
and periodic attestation of access as well as solution extension for
additional features. You will need JavaScript skills to make the most
out of the session. You will be provided a set of AWS accounts for this
session.

Patching is rarely an easy thing, and patching a heterogeneous
environment is ever more difficult. However, with AWS Systems
Manager Patch Manager you can automate patching across multiple
types of operating systems (OSs), development environments,
and software packages. In this hands-on builders’ session, we
demonstrate and walk you through the steps of using Systems
Manager Patch Manager to create patching baselines for multiple
OSs and software packages, organize instances by OS and tags, and
push patches while monitoring compliance.

Level 300 - Advanced

Level 300 - Advanced

Level 300 - Advanced

The breadth and depth of AWS services is a playground, and
we want you to play responsibly! Curating the virtuous cycle of
automating away as much as possible and minimizing the “gray
area” of human decision-making is a learned behavior—it is
deliberate. This session describes best practices for minimizing
risk, navigating visibility, and integrating your development
environments into your incident response program so you can get
to production quickly. Leave this session with a developer mindset,
where you can innovate at scale and use security controls to detect,
protect, and remediate issues before they become incidents.

Breakout Session

Breakout Session

Builders’ Session

DPP304 Discover and protect sensitive data with
automated event management

GRC401 Simplify and automate security with
compliance as code

IAM372 AuthN and AuthZ patterns for AWS
serverless applications

As the amount of data stored in the cloud continues to scale,
organizations need to orchestrate an automated event management
strategy for sensitive data protection and threat detection. Learn how
deploying a pipeline for event management services like Amazon
GuardDuty, AWS Security Hub, Amazon Macie, and AWS Config
enables events to be aggregated and acted upon from a centrally
managed operational account. Hear how GuardDuty and Macie both
use machine learning—GuardDuty to identify abnormal behaviors
on data access and Macie to provide sensitive data discovery. Finally,
learn how organizations can use AWS services to implement event
management at scale and centralize event responses.

Managing compliance for thousands of resources in the cloud doesn’t
have to be complicated. The key is to automate and simplify. This
session walks you through the concept of compliance as code and
demonstrates how to build a DevSecOps pipeline for PCI compliance
that allows you to automate, validate, test, and deploy with minimal
effort. This CI/CD pipeline for PCI compliance provides full coverage of
automated remediations in code for the PCI Compliance Conformance
Pack using custom-built AWS Systems Manager automation
documents. It then incorporates these automated remediations on
detected PCI violations by integrating with AWS CodePipeline.

In this session, learn different patterns and options available for
authentication (AuthN) and authorization (AuthZ) of AWS serverless
applications. Explore AuthN and AuthZ options based on application
types such as business-to-consumer (B2C) and business-to-business
(B2B). Dive deep into authorization options like JWT authorizer, IAM
authorizer, and Lambda authorizer at the API Gateway layer. Also,
learn about AWS services like Amazon Cognito, Amazon API Gateway,
and AWS Lambda.

Level 400 - Expert

Builders’ Session

Level 300 - Advanced
Breakout Session

Level 200 - Intermediate
Builders’ Session

NIS371 Visualize your defenses
In this builders’ session, use Amazon QuickSight to build highly
interactive Amazon VPC and AWS WAF dashboards to provide your
organization with actionable insights into your cloud environment
from a networking perspective. Visualize your virtual environment
traffic patterns, firewall actions and data flows. And best of all—it’s
all serverless!

Level 300 - Advanced
Builders’ Session

Level 300 - Advanced

GRC271-R1, -R2 Building custom frameworks
with AWS Audit Manager

In this builders’ session, learn how to use the preventive, detective,
and monitoring controls on AWS to protect your data in Amazon S3
from ransomware. Set up Amazon GuardDuty for S3 and AWS IAM
Access Analyzer to detect suspicious S3 activity, identify potential
unintended access, and respond to findings. Configure granular S3
bucket permissions to prevent unauthorized S3 activities. Finally,
set up a tiered storage approach to backup and recovery and learn
to use S3 Object Lock, versioning, replication, and MFA delete
to provide immutable storage and protect against accidental or
malicious deletion.

The AWS Audit Manager framework library is the central place from
which you can access and manage frameworks. You can create custom
frameworks to organize controls into control sets in a way that
suits your unique requirements. In this session, build a customized
framework through the AWS Management Console. Additionally,
learn from customer use cases how to use automation with AWS SDK
for Python (Boto3) to build custom frameworks at scale.

Level 200 - Intermediate
Builders’ Session

Level 200 - Intermediate

IAM231 Least privilege is a journey
We have a collective responsibility to work toward a least privilege
access model. This chalk talk discusses approaches to implementing
least privilege and the techniques you can use to continuously
update access across your environment as you progress on your
least privilege journey. You’ll learn about creating logical isolation
boundaries for your data and applications using AWS accounts,
applying guardrails to allow your developers to experiment and
innovate safely using identity and access management policies, and
right-sizing access permissions using AWS IAM Access Analyzer and
other techniques. Bring your questions and experiences to share!

Breakout Session

TDR401 Instance memory acquisition
techniques for effective event response
Memory contains a variety of rich data and artifacts that can be
a critical supplement to traditional disk-based evidence. Should
you be collecting it as part of your standard response? If so, what’s
the proper process and techniques? How can you ensure you’re
effectively leveraging the power of AWS to preserve and collect
all available artifacts? Join this session to learn various instance
memory acquisition techniques, considerations for each approach,
tips and tools for analysis, and which methods may be most useful
for your environment.

Level 400 - Expert
Breakout Session

Breakout Session

DPP272 Ransomware prevention strategies in
Amazon S3

Level 300 - Advanced

NIS231 All the possible ways to safely connect
to your Amazon EC2 instances

TDR271 Building security analytics on
Amazon ES

Do you use a bastion host to connect to your Amazon EC2 instances?
This session provides insight into best practices for doing so securely.
It also describes newer ways to connect and their use cases, including
AWS Systems Manager Session Manager, AWS Client VPN, Amazon
EC2 Instance Connect, and even Amazon WorkSpaces.

Security operations can be costly and complex. Security analytics
built on Amazon ES can help by automating security threat hunting
and analysis. You can author queries to identify threats that match
standard and custom attack patterns. In this session, learn how you
can use standard patterns in VPC flow logs, ALB logs, Amazon S3
logs, and others to easily identify well-known threats and hunt for
new ones. The open-source implementation of security analytics
also provides the auditability and extensibility expected for security
solutions.

Level 200 - Intermediate
Chalk Talk

Level 200 - Intermediate

Level 200 - Intermediate

Chalk Talk

Builders’ Session

Builders’ Session

DPP471 Scaling AWS CloudHSM clusters with
TLS offload

GRC371-R2, -R2 PCI DSS compliance for
serverless cloud applications

IAM232 Techniques for developers to set least
privilege permissions

NIS232 How to use open-source software to
improve your security posture

TDR272 Using fault injection service to test your
incident response

In this builders’ session, learn how to integrate a web server with AWS
CloudHSM for Transport Layer Security (TLS) offload and then how
to observe and scale your cluster under load. Manually set up a single
web server, create an RSA key within CloudHSM, and then offload
TLS connections to the hardware security module (HSM) through
OpenSSL. Then, learn how to use containers to scale your web server
while monitoring CloudHSM performance for multiple sessions. To
participate, you need your laptop and a personal AWS account. AWS
provides credits for this session.

Join this session to participate in a lab where you build a serverless
payment application implemented with Amazon API Gateway, AWS
Lambda, Amazon DynamoDB, and Amazon Cognito. The application
is built with all required PCI DSS controls so that it’s ready to assess
for PCI DSS compliance.

Developers like to focus on building applications, and they want
capabilities that can simplify permissions management. AWS IAM
Access Analyzer guides you along your least privilege journey by
helping you review, recognize, and reduce broad permissions.
Comprehensive policy analysis and automated reasoning can help you
validate the permissions granted by your policies so you can identify
and resolve unintended access. Additionally, you can analyze historical
access patterns to generate policies with the required permissions. In
this chalk talk, learn about and watch a demonstration of how Access
Analyzer helps developers set least privilege permissions.

Learn how utilizing open-source software as part of your security
stack can help improve your security posture, debunking some of
the common misconceptions about the security of open-source
software. Hear from Dr. Kelley Misata, Executive Director at the
Open Information Security Foundation, on the security benefits
of community-driven software development, the importance of
open-source security software, how to talk with your leadership team
about incorporating open-source software into your architecture,
and some examples of how AWS customers are using open-source
security tools in their cloud environments today.

In this builders’ session, create, execute, and test incident response
scenarios by using the new AWS Fault Injection Simulator (FIS). In
this session, use FIS to simulate malware being run on your compute
resources and simulate a bad actor terminating specific Amazon
EC2 instances at random. We will guide you in creating an incident
response plan to prepare for this scenario. After, we run the FIS
scenario and show you how to use your new incident response plan
to mitigate the simulated attack.

Level 200 - Intermediate

Level 200 - Intermediate

Level 300 - Advanced
Builders’ Session

Level 400 - Expert
Builders’ Session

DPP472 Use Nitro Enclaves to isolate and
process highly sensitive data
Join this builders’ session to learn how to isolate highly sensitive
data from your users, applications, and third-party libraries on
your Amazon EC2 instances using AWS Nitro Enclaves. In this
hands-on session, explore Nitro Enclaves, learn common use cases,
and build and run your own enclave. Also, learn about enclave
isolation, cryptographic attestation, enclave image files, local vsock
communication channels, common debugging scenarios, and the
enclave lifecycle. To participate, all you need is your laptop. AWS
provides an AWS account.

Chalk Talk

GRC231-R1, -R2 DevSecOps of containers
This chalk talk offers tips and tricks to help you answer your
customers’ questions about vulnerability management for containers
at scale and how to automate security deployment throughout a
container pipeline.

Level 200 - Intermediate
Chalk Talk

Level 200 - Intermediate
Builders’ Session

Chalk Talk

IAM233 Integrating your workforce identity
with AWS

NIS331 Inbound traffic inspection: Pick the right
tool for the right use case

TDR371 Getting hands on with
Amazon GuardDuty

This chalk talk walks you through approaches to integrating your
existing Microsoft Active Directory with AWS using AWS Directory
Service and AWS Single Sign-On. Learn about extending networks
securely, Directory Service solution options, myths related to trust
relationships, and how single sign-on integration simplifies your users’
AWS experiences.

AWS provides you with a broad range of security services to inspect
incoming traffic to your applications. From these services, you can
choose AWS WAF, AWS Network Firewall, or even bring third-party
security appliances. Deciding which option is the best fit requires a
deeper investigation into capabilities (e.g., IDS/IPS, decryption) as
well as operational deployment models (centralized/decentralized).
This session helps you compare these options to select the right tool
for your use case.

This session walks you through a scenario covering threat detection
and remediation using Amazon GuardDuty, a managed threat
detection service. The scenario simulates an event that spans a few
threat vectors, representing just a small sample of the threats that
GuardDuty is able to detect. In addition, this session demonstrates
how to view and analyze GuardDuty findings, how to send alerts
based on the findings, and, finally, how to remediate findings. It also
covers Amazon S3 protection features.

Level 300 - Advanced

Level 300 - Advanced

Level 200 - Intermediate
Chalk Talk

Level 400 - Expert

Chalk Talk

Builders’ Session

Builders’ Session

DPP231 Automation workflows with
Amazon Macie

GRC331 Using the Customizations for AWS
Control Tower solution

IAM331 Prevent unintended access: AWS IAM
Access Analyzer policy validation

NIS332 Visualize Route 53 Resolver DNS Firewall
logs with Contributor Insights

TDR372 Detecting ransomware with AWS
security services

Amazon Macie is a fully managed data security and privacy service
that uses machine learning and pattern matching to help you protect
your sensitive data on AWS. Customers often ask how to extend
Macie to other services or applications using automation workflows,
so the chalk talk begins by providing a brief summary of Macie
and then shows automation workflows to meet specific use cases.
Discover how Amazon EventBridge, AWS Lambda, and AWS Systems
Manager can help set up automation workflows to send Macie
findings to a Jira project, a Slack workspace, a custom third-party
application, or Amazon QuickSight for data visualization.

In this chalk talk, consider why you should leverage the
Customizations for AWS Control Tower solution. Hear about
the advantages that it brings and best practices for upgrading,
maintaining, and leveraging the solution to the fullest.

This chalk talk walks you through ways that you can embed AWS IAM
Access Analyzer into your CI/CD pipelines to validate AWS IAM policies
and prevent unintended access to AWS resources.

With the recent release of Amazon Route 53 Resolver DNS Firewall,
organizations now have the ability to control DNS traffic within
their VPCs. However, they need the ability to understand and
visualize their firewall’s behavior. Together with Amazon CloudWatch
Contributor Insights, you can analyze your firewall’s logs and create
dashboards for information surrounding top-blocked DNS queries,
top-blocked instances, and much more. Join this session to learn
more about these combined services and to see a live demo of your
firewall logs in action.

In this builders’ session, get hands-on building AWS Security Hub
custom insights and Amazon GuardDuty filters based on threat
intelligence data. Learn to configure log aggregation to query for
known ransomware and automatically respond to threats by turning
playbooks into AWS Systems Manager automation documents. After
you build, run through a scenario where you get to use these tools to
detect and respond to a simulated ransomware event pattern.

Level 300 - Advanced
Chalk Talk

Level 300 - Advanced
Chalk Talk

Level 300 - Advanced

Level 200 - Intermediate

DPP232 TLS-enabled Kubernetes clusters with
AWS Private CA and Amazon EKS

GRC332 Increase visibility into backup
compliance & governance with AWS Backup

When you want to enable TLS on your Amazon EKS cluster, building,
configuring, and ongoing management of a certificate authority can
be more effort than goes into the rest of the cluster. This session
walks through the process of configuring a TLS-enabled Kubernetes
cluster in Amazon EKS, setting up an AWS Private Certificate
Authority for certificate issuance, and enabling AWS Certificate
Manager to handle certificate requests, distribution, and renewals for
an automated cloud configuration.

Join this chalk talk to learn how to automate the evaluation of
compliance policies related to backup across your AWS infrastructure
spanning multiple accounts, Regions, and resources. Automatically
detect policy violations and receive alerts to remediate issues in a
timely manner. Learn how to use built-in dashboards and auditorready reports to fulfill regulatory compliance obligations that meet
your organizational business continuity goals.

Chalk Talk

Builders’ Session

Chalk Talk

Chalk Talk

Level 200 - Intermediate

Level 300 - Advanced

Level 300 - Advanced

IAM332 How AWS KMS authorizes requests
AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS) uses key policy to authorize
user requests. Recently added features like private link policy and
attribute-based access control (ABAC) provide more access control for
users. This talk highlights the intricacies of creating key policies and
provides pointers on debugging when AWS KMS returns an “Access
Denied” exception.

Level 300 - Advanced
Chalk Talk

Chalk Talk

NIS333 Reduce update complexity and security
risk with Bottlerocket OS
Running your containerized applications on hosts with generalpurpose operating systems can include unnecessary components,
maintenance, and security requirements. These typically are
unrelated to your workload and, if not properly maintained or
performed, can increase your overall security risk. In this chalk talk,
learn how AWS users can leverage Bottlerocket OS and its strippeddown, hardened footprint and atomic update process to address
these risks. Hear about best practices, actions, and approaches you
can leverage in your container environments to optimize security and
maintenance processes for your hosts and free-up time to focus on
developing and running your workloads on them.

TDR231 Operationalizing AWS security services
In this chalk talk, learn strategic and tactical best practices for how
to operationalize security in your organization. Your security cloud
journey starts by aligning security with your business objectives so
that security is “built-in” at the start, even before you enable AWS
security services. This chalk talk includes discussion of playbooks,
centralized logging, data collection, tagging, incident response
workflow, and maturity models. By the end of the talk, you will be
ready to quickly act on alerts and use AWS security services as a force
multiplier to enable automation in your incident response workflows.

Level 200 - Intermediate
Chalk Talk

Level 300 - Advanced
Chalk Talk

DPP233 Deep dive on security in Amazon S3
At AWS, security is our top priority and Amazon S3 provides some of
the most advanced data security features available in the cloud today
to help you mitigate security risks. In this chalk talk, learn directly
from the AWS engineering team that builds and maintains Amazon
S3 security functionality, like encryption, block public access, and
much more. Bring your feedback, questions, and expertise to discuss
innovative ways to ensure that your data is available only to the users
and applications that need it.

Level 200 - Intermediate
Chalk Talk

GRC333 Mitigating risks with technical
security controls

IAM333 Simplify access management in
customer-facing applications

NIS334 Building security automation into
container applications using CI/CD

In this chalk talk, follow a path from identifying potential cyber
risks to implementing technical controls to help mitigate those
risks. Referencing standards such as ISO/IEC 27001:2013, NIST,
and CSA CCM, we demonstrate how to align your risk frameworks
to define which controls can mitigate your risks. We break down
information security standards into AWS technical security controls
you can implement and talk through how to monitor those controls
using AWS Config rules. Learn how to measure the impact of failing
technical controls and bridge the gap between your organization’s
risk profile and first line of defense IT controls.

Customer-facing applications that allow users to access AWS resources
from web or mobile clients usually need temporary and limited AWS
credentials when authenticated and guest users access these protected
resources. In this chalk talk, learn how you can use Amazon Cognito
identity pools to get temporary limited-access credentials in customerfacing applications, explore different patterns for fine-grained access
control, and learn how to simplify complex access management
scenarios using attributes for access control.

Containers are enabling organizations to build applications and
reduce time-to-market. With this increased development pace,
developers must think about building security into every process,
culture, and toolchain, from build to release. In this session, see how
to use security features within AWS container services and use CI/CD
in GitHub Actions to build on AWS container services with security
in mind. This chalk talk provides a hands-on example of how you
can build security into your workflow. The talk demonstrates how to
build and integrate “shift left” security into your container build and
deploy cycle.

Level 300 - Advanced

Level 300 - Advanced
Chalk Talk

Chalk Talk

Level 300 - Advanced
Chalk Talk

TDR232 Enable your security analysts
Security analysts are under constant pressure to take meaningful
action against security incidents. You can cut down on response time
by enabling your security operations centers to have access to critical
data that gives them a better understanding of who, what, and
where during these events. Although much of the security responses
are automated, analysts are still required to keep expanding their
scope by reviewing additional information. This chalk talk reviews
services that operationalize your security team’s ability to correlate
large amounts of data across multiple AWS security services by
enabling your security teams in threat hunting, alert triage, and
incident investigation.

Level 200 - Intermediate
Chalk Talk

DPP234 Span the globe: Build AWS KMS multiRegion key management designs

GRC334 Accelerate migration and automate
security with AWS Control Tower

IAM334 Temporary elevated access: A minimal
reference architecture

NIS251-R1, -R2 Build a Zero Trust architecture
for service-to-service workloads on AWS

TDR233 Become an AWS security log sleuth with
Amazon Athena

This chalk talk covers use cases for cryptographic operations (encrypt,
sign, and certificate-based authentication) that need to operate
globally. Learn about the newly launched AWS KMS feature: AWS
multi-Region keys designed to give you the ability to copy and use
identical key material and key IDs across multiple Regions or across
the globe. Also, learn a general framework for operating protection
and signature services on AWS across multiple Regions.

In this chalk talk, learn how AWS Control Tower automates multiaccount provisioning and guardrails and enables integration of
security controls to provide automated governance and security,
empowering development teams to move faster. Hear how
businesses can gain centralized visibility and management of AWS
accounts and a security posture aligned to the AWS Well-Architected
Framework while removing roadblocks for application teams. Join
this talk to learn how your business can gain immediate value from
AWS Control Tower and the AWS CloudFormation public registry
by quickly, consistently, and securely provisioning accounts for your
organization, allowing your business to scale and innovate at the
pace of the cloud.

While cloud-native architectures seek to eliminate the need to invoke
high-risk human access to AWS environments, edge cases remain
where it is required. Users, especially in regulated industries, may
seek to mitigate risks associated with human access by enforcing a
temporary elevated access process. This requires preauthorized human
users to demonstrate a need to access to invoke each session and gain
access to the AWS Management Console or AWS CLI. This chalk talk
presents a minimal reference architecture for enforcing temporary
elevated access that users may extend for their environment.

In this workshop, get hands-on experience implementing a Zero
Trust architecture for service-to-service workloads on AWS. Work
with services such as Amazon API Gateway and Amazon VPC
endpoints to integrate network and identity controls while leveraging
AWS services like Amazon GuardDuty, AWS Lambda, and Amazon
DynamoDB to take advantage of native service controls. Using
these services, you learn how to authorize specific flows between
components to reduce lateral network mobility risk and improve the
overall security posture of your workload.

In this chalk talk, discover how you can use Amazon Athena to gain
valuable insights into AWS security logs. Learn top queries for VPC
Flow Logs, as well as AWS CloudTrail and AWS WAF logs, that will
help you gain an understanding of behavior and access patterns
in your environment. In addition, learn tips and tricks for writing
custom queries.

Level 300 - Advanced

Level 200 - Intermediate

Level 200 - Intermediate
Chalk Talk

Level 200 - Intermediate
Chalk Talk

Chalk Talk

Workshop

Level 300 - Advanced
Chalk Talk

DPP331 Data perimeters: Cloud native data loss
prevention controls

GRC335 Use AWS Config & partner solutions to
aid your HIPAA compliance efforts

IAM351-R1, -R2 Integrating IAM Access
Analyzer into a CI/CD pipeline

NIS351 Supercharge your web application
defenses with AWS WAF

Customers are storing an unprecedented amount of data on AWS
for a range of use cases, including data lakes and analytics, machine
learning, and enterprise applications. They want to make sure that
non-public, sensitive data is only accessible to authorized users from
known locations. This chalk talk dives deep into controls in Amazon
S3 to create a data perimeter by allowing access to data only from
expected network locations and by trusted identities. Join this chalk
talk to review the different data access patterns and the available
data perimeter controls, including identity and access management,
networking controls, and encryption.

Healthcare organizations need to meet healthcare regulatory
requirements quickly, especially after experiencing the impacts of
COVID-19. Many have achieved HIPAA compliance requirements
during COVID-19 with the help of AWS Config and AWS Partner
solutions. AWS Config, in conjunction with solutions from AWS
Consulting Partners, provides a seamless way to audit, detect, and
remediate workloads on AWS to help meet HIPAA requirements.
In this chalk talk, learn how AWS Config provides building blocks
for AWS Consulting Partners to build a compliance as code
solution.

Want to analyze IAM policies at scale? Want your developers to write
secure IAM policies? In this hands-on workshop, you are given the
opportunity to try out AWS IAM Access Analyzer in a CI/CD pipeline
using AWS CodePipeline.

In this workshop, use AWS WAF to build an effective set of controls
around your web application and analyze traffic that is inspected by
your web ACL. Learn to use AWS WAF to mitigate common attack
vectors against web applications such as SQL injection and crosssite scripting. Additionally, learn how to use AWS WAF’s advanced
mitigation techniques such as Bot Control, customized HTTP
response, and JSON inspection. For this workshop, you’ll need a
laptop and familiarity with core AWS services.

Level 300 - Advanced

Level 300 - Advanced

Chalk Talk

DPP332 Automated reasoning: Protect data
through provable security
Learn how AWS implements security at scale, and see how automated
reasoning helps AWS and our customers achieve a higher level
of assurance through provable security. Also, see how AWS uses
automated reasoning to help you secure your data in the cloud, and
discover how to secure your sensitive data and workloads.

Workshop

In this chalk talk, learn how to reduce the noise and spotlight issues
by tuning your AWS Security Hub and Amazon GuardDuty findings.
Discover how you can centralize and visualize logs in Amazon ES and
perform investigations with Amazon Detective so your security teams
can more accurately respond to prioritized findings.

Level 300 - Advanced
Chalk Talk

Level 300 - Advanced
Workshop

Chalk Talk

GRC336 Governance gets better, together

IAM352-R1, -R2 Data perimeter workshop

AWS Organizations and AWS Control Tower are both excellent
solutions to manage multi-account environments. Learn how you
can take full advantage of both solutions to provide a futureready design and minimize the heavy lifting to operate a multiaccount environment.

A common requirement for preventing customer data loss is to ensure
that access to data is restricted to authorized users. In this workshop,
learn how to create a data perimeter by building controls that allow
access to data only from expected network locations and by trusted
identities. It consists of five modules, each designed to illustrate a
different AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) or network
control. You learn where and how to implement the appropriate
controls based on different risk scenarios. Learn how to implement
these controls as service control policies, identity- and resource-based
policies, and VPC endpoint policies.

Level 300 - Advanced
Level 300 - Advanced

Level 300 - Advanced

TDR331 Reducing the noise in security findings

Chalk Talk

Chalk Talk

Level 300 - Advanced
Workshop

NIS352 Intelligent automation with Suricata and
AWS security services

TDR332 Using deception tactics to achieve
cyber resilience

This workshop shows you how to use open-source intrusion
detection systems (IDSs) with AWS Cloud services to improve
scalability, automate operations, and leverage machine learning
(ML) capabilities. Get insight and vision into streaming IDS events
and packets from Suricata sensors in a hybrid environment using
Amazon Kinesis Firehose. Also learn about storing IDS data in a data
lake for controlled access as well as using Amazon QuickSight and
Amazon Cognito to create insights from data and Amazon SageMaker
to trigger automatic management of sensors with AWS Systems
Manager. Also, see a demonstration of how to update AWS Network
Firewall rule groups using the ML findings.

Deception is an important tactic for achieving cyber resilience, as
stated in Developing Cyber Resilient Systems (NIST 800-160 Vol. 2).
Deception can lead unauthorized users to waste effort and reveal
tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTP). In this chalk talk, get an
introduction to deception tactics and learn how to create decoys
and implement canaries and honeypots with metrics, alarms, and
countermeasures. We also share code samples.

Level 300 - Advanced
Chalk Talk

Level 300 - Advanced
Workshop

DPP333 Protect your business-critical applications
Enterprises are adopting cloud services at an accelerating rate for the
advantages in agility, cost, and adjacent value-added services that
enable them to do more with their data. Business-critical applications
that were once considered too sensitive to go off premises are now
moving to the cloud, extending the security perimeter to manage.
Join this chalk talk to learn about securely shifting these mature
applications to cloud services with the AWS Transfer Family, helping
to secure their data in Amazon EFS, Amazon FSx, Amazon EBS, and
AWS Backup storage services. Also, learn about tools for ongoing
protection as part of the shared responsibility model.

Level 300 - Advanced
Chalk Talk

GRC251 Use AWS Systems Manager Change
Manager for operational changes

IAM451-R1, -R2 Integrate Amazon Cognito into
apps with Amazon Cognito JavaScript SDK

NIS353 Securing deployment of third-party
ML models

TDR251 Integration, prioritization, and response
with AWS Security Hub

AWS Systems Manager Change Manager is used to provide guardrails,
approvals, and auditability for operational changes. Change Manager,
a capability of AWS Systems Manager, is an enterprise change
management framework for requesting, approving, implementing,
and reporting on operational changes to your application
configuration and infrastructure. In this session, learn how to
streamline operational change workflows through the use of change
templates to manage user access and perform changes securely. In
addition, learn to incorporate safety best practices such as requiring
two-person approvals or automating rollbacks based on Amazon
CloudWatch alarms.

During this workshop, build a complete single-page web application
using the Vue 3 JavaScript Framework and integrate it with Amazon
Cognito using the Amazon Cognito JavaScript Software Development
Kit (SDK). The application is a contact tracker with complete create,
read, update, and delete functionality. It’s designed to write to backend
Amazon DynamoDB tables via Amazon API Gateway endpoints. The
workshop guides you through setting up an Amazon Cognito user pool
and then integrating the Amazon Cognito SDK code into your sign-up,
sign-in, forgot password, confirm account, and MFA-setting pages.
Finally, you’ll configure an Amazon Cognito authorizer and integrate it
into your API Gateway endpoints.

Enterprise users adopting machine learning (ML) on AWS often look
for prescriptive guidance on implementing security best practices,
establishing governance, securing their ML models, and meeting
compliance standards. Building a repeatable solution provides users
with standardization and governance over what gets provisioned
in their AWS account. In this workshop, learn steps you can take
to secure third-party ML model deployments. We provide cloud
infrastructure-as-code templates to automate the setup of a
hardened Amazon SageMaker environment. These templates include
private networking, VPC endpoints, end-to-end encryption, logging
and monitoring, and enhanced governance and access controls via
AWS Service Catalog.

In this workshop, get familiar with AWS Security Hub so that you can
better understand how to use it in your own AWS environment(s).
The first section of this workshop guides you through a
demonstration of the features and functions of Security Hub. The
second section shows you how to use Security Hub to import findings
from different data sources, analyze findings so you can prioritize
response work, and implement responses to findings to help improve
your security posture.

Level 200 - Intermediate

Level 400 - Expert

Workshop

Workshop

Level 200 - Intermediate
Workshop

Level 300 - Advanced
Workshop

DPP334 Designing a ransomware
recovery solution

GRC252 Applying security and governance to
DevOps with ITSM connectors

NIS354 Building Prowler into a QuickSightpowered AWS security dashboard

TDR252 AWS incident responder challenge:
Real-world scenarios

Planning for data protection and business continuity means
thinking about the unthinkable and preparing as if it’s unavoidable.
Organizations that are well versed in business continuity design
have one more step to take to be fully prepared to recover from a
ransomware event. In this chalk talk, explore what organizations need
to do differently for a ransomware recovery and walk through the
design and levels of maturity of a recovery solution.

Companies want their development teams to innovate and launch
faster, but they need management and governance to achieve
security and compliance. AWS has created service management
connectors to combine the rapid innovation and delivery of the
cloud with IT service management (ITSM) and governance. In this
workshop, cloud architects, ITSM leads, and IT managers can learn
the process of launching and securing the operation of governed
cloud workloads on AWS using the ServiceNow and Jira Service
Management platforms together with AWS Service Catalog, AWS
Security Hub, and AWS Config.

In this workshop, get hands-on experience with Prowler, AWS
Security Hub, and Amazon QuickSight by building a custom security
dashboard for the AWS environment. Using a multi-account
deployment of Prowler integrated into Security Hub, learn to identify
and analyze Prowler findings and integrate QuickSight to visualize
the information. Discover how to get the most from QuickSight and
Prowler with automatically created datasets.

This workshop is a competition-style training for incident responders
that includes a series of hands-on scenarios for how to triage and
respond to security events that can impact an AWS account. These
scenarios have been developed and are delivered by AWS incident
responders who offer advice and assistance for AWS customers with
how to recover from security events in their AWS accounts.

Level 300 - Advanced
Chalk Talk

Level 300 - Advanced
Workshop

Level 200 - Intermediate
Workshop

Level 200 - Intermediate
Workshop

DPP251 Data discovery and classification with
Amazon Macie
In this workshop, get familiar with Amazon Macie and learn to scan
and classify data in your Amazon S3 buckets. Work with Macie (data
classification) and AWS Security Hub (centralized security view) to
see how data in your environment is stored and to understand any
changes in S3 bucket policies that may affect your security posture.
Learn to create a custom data identifier and to create and scope data
discovery and classification jobs in Macie. Finally, use Macie to filter
and investigate the results from the scans that you create.

GRC253 Management and governance workshop
Join this workshop for an interactive, team-based learning exercise
designed to give you a chance to put your AWS skills to the test
in a real-world, gamified, and risk-free environment. This is an
opportunity to learn hands-on in a collaborative fashion about AWS
Management & Governance best practices, new AWS services, and
AWS architecture patterns.

Level 200 - Intermediate
Workshop

Level 200 - Intermediate

AWS makes it easy to protect your data with encryption. This handson workshop provides an opportunity to dive deep into encryption
at rest options with AWS. Learn AWS server-side encryption with
AWS KMS for services such as Amazon S3, Amazon EBS, and
Amazon RDS. Also, learn best practices for using AWS KMS across
multiple accounts and Regions and how to scale while optimizing
for performance. To participate, all you need is your laptop. AWS
provides an AWS account.

Level 200 - Intermediate

In this workshop, engage in a healthcare tabletop exercise that
enables you to experience the value of AWS Cloud resiliency and
security services for healthcare IoT-based solutions. Work through
a scenario of patient monitoring and critical care compromised by a
cybersecurity event and learn how AWS Cloud services (security and
IoT) provide a solution for critical care and patient monitoring in a
secure, private, and compliant environment.

Level 200 - Intermediate
Workshop

Workshop

DPP252 Scaling your encryption at rest
capabilities with AWS KMS

TDR253 Leverage the security & resiliency of the
AWS Cloud & IoT for healthcare

GRC351 Cloud compliance and assurance
In this workshop, learn how to assess and manage compliance and
security drift in the cloud. Dive deep into learning about the three
lines of defense to automated compliance management, consistent
oversight, regular assessment, and automated evidence gathering
and reporting. You also receive guidance on how to break down silos
between business owners and operations, security, compliance, and
audit teams using services related to cloud compliance and assurance.

Level 300 - Advanced
Workshop

TDR254 Building an AWS incident response plan
using Jupyter notebooks
This workshop guides you through building an incident response plan
for your AWS environment using Jupyter notebooks. Walk through
an easy-to-follow sample incident, using building blocks as a readyto-use playbook in a Jupyter notebook. Then, follow simple steps to
add additional programmatic and documented steps to your incident
response plan.

Level 200 - Intermediate
Workshop

Workshop

DPP351 Store, retrieve, and manage sensitive
credentials in AWS Secrets Manager

GRC352 Operating securely in a multi-account
environment

TDR351 Scaling threat detection and response
on AWS

In this workshop, learn how to integrate AWS Secrets Manager in
your development platform backed by serverless applications. Work
through a sample application and use Secrets Manager to retrieve
the credentials as well as work with attribute-based access control
using tags. Also, learn how to monitor the compliance of secrets and
implement incident response workflows that will rotate the secret,
restore the resource policy, alert the SOC, and deny access to the
offender. To participate in this workshop, please bring a laptop.

Operating multiple AWS accounts under an organization is how
many users consume AWS Cloud services. In this workshop, learn
how to build foundational security monitoring in multi-account
environments. Walk through an initial setup of AWS Security Hub for
centralized aggregation of findings across your AWS Organizations
organization. Additionally, learn how to centralize Amazon
GuardDuty findings, Amazon Detective functions, AWS IAM Access
Analyzer findings (if available), AWS Config rule evaluations, and AWS
CloudTrail logs into the central security monitoring account (security
tools account). Finally, implement a service control policy (SCP) that
denies the ability to disable these security controls.

In this hands-on workshop, learn about a number of AWS services
involved in threat detection and response as you walk through
real-world threat scenarios. Learn about the threat detection
capabilities of Amazon GuardDuty, Amazon Macie, and AWS
Security Hub and the available response options. For each hands-on
scenario, review methods to detect and respond to threats using the
following services: AWS CloudTrail, Amazon VPC Flow Logs, Amazon
CloudWatch Events, AWS Lambda, Amazon Inspector, Amazon
GuardDuty, and AWS Security Hub.

Level 300 - Advanced
Workshop

Level 300 - Advanced

Level 300 - Advanced
Workshop

Workshop

DPP352 Building and operating a Private
Certificate Authority on AWS

GRC451 Building remediation workflows to
simplify compliance

TDR451 Building incident response playbooks
for AWS

This workshop covers private certificate management on AWS,
employing the concepts of least privilege, separation of duties,
monitoring, and automation. Participants learn operational aspects
of creating a complete certificate authority (CA) hierarchy, building
a simple web application, and issuing private certificates. It also
covers how job functions—including CA administrators, application
developers, and security administrators—can follow the principal of
least privilege to perform various functions associated with certificate
management. Finally, you learn about IoT certificates, code-signing,
and certificate templates to enable all of your use cases.

Automation and simplification are key to managing compliance at
scale. Remediation is one of the essential elements of simplifying
and managing risk. In this workshop, see how to build a remediation
workflow using AWS Config and AWS Systems Manager automation.
Learn how this workflow can be deployed at scale and monitored
with AWS Security Hub to oversee the entire organization and with
AWS Audit Manager to easily access evidence of risk management.

In this workshop, learn about developing incident response
playbooks. Review the incident response life cycle, including
preparation, detection and analysis, containment, eradication and
recovery, and post-incident activity. This workshop requires advanced
experience with AWS and responsibilities aligned with incident
response frameworks, such as NIST 800-61r2. This workshop requires
you to bring your own laptop with the AWS CLI v1 or v2 installed, Git
client, Python v3, and an editor that supports markdown rendering,
such as Visual Studio Code.

Level 400 - Expert
Workshop

Level 300 - Advanced
Workshop

DPP353 Amazon S3 security and access settings
and controls
Amazon S3 provides many security and access settings to help you
secure your data, controls that ensure that those settings remain in
place, and features to help you audit these settings and controls.
This workshop walks you through these Amazon S3 capabilities and
scenarios to help you apply them for different security requirements.

Level 300 - Advanced
Workshop

DPP354 Redact data as needed using Amazon
S3 Object Lambda
Amazon S3 Object Lambda works with your existing applications and
allows you to add your own code using AWS Lambda functions to
automatically process and transform data from Amazon S3 before
returning it to an application. This enables different views of the
same object depending on user identity, such as restricting access
to confidential information or disallowing access to personally
identifiable information (PII) data. In this workshop, learn how to use
Amazon S3 Object Lambda to modify objects during GET requests so
you no longer have to store multiple views of the same document.

Level 300 - Advanced
Workshop

Level 400 - Expert
Workshop

